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*The candidate's responses, including name and comments, are presented below precisely as the
candidate entered them on the questionnaire form. If you have questions about these responses, please
mail them to Chris Johnston at chris3@ualberta.ca

The response was “Somewhat” to the following question:
1. Do you agree that all education laws, school board policies and best practices in Alberta
should comply with the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms,
and the Family Law Act when it comes to the right of parents to direct, and be fully
informed about, all aspects of their children’s education?
The response was “Somewhat” to the following question:
2. Do you support subsidiarity - the idea that distant levels of government should not make
decisions that are best understood and resolved at the local level?
The response was “Yes” to the following question:
3. Do you agree parents should be permitted to choose the location, type and style of
education (i.e. home-based, language, interest, faith-based, etc.) that best suits their
child, free of bureaucratic, union or government coercion?
The response was “Yes” to the following question:
4. Do you agree that the Alberta government should provide equitable funding to all
education settings, whether public, Catholic, francophone, independent, faith-based,
charter, alternative and supervised home education?
The response was “Somewhat” to the following question:
5. Do you agree that the Alberta curriculum should leave room for chosen educational
interests - such as history, faith, the arts, sport, language, or STEM for example - and
refrain from prescribing excessive content which unduly crowds out local thematic
interests?

The response was “Somewhat” to the following question:
6. Do you agree that curriculum development must be transparent and focused on clearly
defined and foundational basic skill and knowledge outcomes in core subject areas?
The response was “No” to the following question:
7. Do you agree with providing a system of high-quality standardized testing based on
specific scholastic skills and knowledge outcomes, created by independent testing
organizations? Examples might include the Canadian Test for Basic Skills or
international tests such as the PISA.
The response was “Somewhat” to the following question:
8. When it comes to communicating student progress for Grades 7-12, would you agree
that an objective and clear reporting system of percentages and class averages (as
opposed to descriptive terms only) is important?
The response was “Somewhat” to the following question:
9. Do you agree that any school board policy that forces teachers to keep secrets from
parents is unacceptable, and if elected would you move to repeal any such policies? For
example, the NDP government in 2017 forced boards to pass a policy regarding certain
student clubs that said “notification, if any, respecting a voluntary student organization
[...] is limited to the fact of the establishment of the organization or the holding of the
activity.”
The response was “Yes” to the following question:
10. Currently, provincial legislation requires that parents be provided notice when a program
of study includes subject-matter that deals primarily and explicitly with religion or human
sexuality (Education Act - Section 58.1). Do you agree that this notice and opt-out
opportunity should continue to be provided?
The response was “Somewhat” to the following question:
11. Do you agree that a parent’s legislated right to be informed of and allowed to opt out of
material primarily and explicitly of a sexual or religious nature should be construed by the
Board to extend to the use of sexual or religious instructional resources and online
portals used across subject areas, such as the Prism toolkit?
The response was “Somewhat” to the following question:
12. Do you agree that every school board should establish a procedure for vetting and
obtaining parental consent when it comes to individual external facilitators accessing
students during both instructional and non-instructional time?
Chris Johnston’s added comments:
1. In principle, yes I do agree with this. However, there is a lot that happens in a classroom. To
fully inform parents about literally every aspect of their child's education, they would... need to
be in the classroom; some compression or summarization is going to be necessary. Absolutely I

agree that parents should have a good overview and understanding of the topics that will be
covered.

2. Some issues are best handled at the local level, and some are best handled as a province or
as a country. That is the reason we have multiple levels of government in the first place.
However, determining the appropriate jurisdication of any given education decision can be
challenging. One of the roles of a trustee is to be an advocate, a petitoner, and a liaison
between the voices of the community and these different levels of government, and that is what
I will try to do.

5. This is a broad question, with a lot of qualitative statements, like "chosen," "excessive," and
"unduly". It sets up history, faith, the arts, sport, language, and STEM as "local thematic
interests" and gives no examples of what it means by "excessive content". I don't believe that I
can fairly answer the question as written, but I will say that I have a deep appreciation for all of
the listed subjects.

6. I believe curriculum development should be transparent and honest. I am not sure that I
agree with the remainder of the question, depending on what you mean by things like
"foundational" and "basic". There is room for a lot of different things in the curriculum! With
regards to the specific draft curriculum set forth by the UCP, I do not support it as presently
written. I feel that it focuses too much on rote memorization of useless information which
students will quickly forget after their exam.

8. I think there is a time and place for both of the rubricks mentioned. Some things in education
are genuinely very hard to quantify, and a lot of nuance can get lost when everything needs to
be translated into specific numbers. I am sympathetic to both sides of this argument, especially
in higher grades where numerical grades are more important for entrance into postsecondary
education.

9. I believe that this question is specifically asking about the existence of GSA policies stopping
teachers from outting their students to their families. This is a deeply personal issue and I am
not certain that the rights of the parents trump the rights of the student in this case to have a
space space to develop their own identity. Teachers should be seen as neither spies for parents,
nor as secret-keepers for students. I would support the development of a new policy which gives
students the freedom from familial judgment they want in this matter while also helping them
work towards full open and honest communication.

11. Definitely yes in principle, but online resources are constantly in flux and it may be
unrealistic to expect schools to have the resources to police every link and every page. I would
want to see honest effort put in to ensure that due diligence is being performed in this matter,
but the reality of the modern age is that pornography is two clicks away from anything. At a
certain point trying to contain sensitive material is like trying to hold back a flood with tissue
paper. Efforts and funds may be better spent helping students to contextualize and make sense
of the sensitive material that exists rather than try in vain to shield them from it.

12. I would need more context for this question. I think this is the sort of thing that makes sense
in principle but which may be challenging to implement in all cases. I think rather than a
deontological yes, I would say I am philosophically sympathetic to parents who wish to be
informed of unusual circumstances, and would encourage full transparency about any external
facilitators.

